Chaos recorded the birth of
a new science. This science
offers a way of seeing order,
and pattern, where formerly
only, random, the erratic, the
unpredictable, - IN SHORT
only the chaotic- had been
observed. In the words of
Douglas Hofstradter"It turns
out that an eerie type of
chaos can lurk just behind
facade of order - and yet,
deep INSIDE the chaos lurks
an even eerier type of
San Francisco Chronicle
order"

?
James Gleick

"What's Behind CHAOS ?"
Random, erratic, unpredictable events have an order

to them in most cases, yet there is something deeper
in addition to seeing or recognizing a pattern to the
event or action. Take for instance the weather,
earthquakes,. stock market trends, accidents, and
other events what have been thought to be random
events actually have a group of people that use
chemicals and technology to control such events and
occurrences. The "World Rulers" can make events look
random or make patterns to cover other events that
happen in nature and society. An earthquake may
stop the transfer of electric funding to a bank or
cause an insurance carrier or underwriter to loose
money. The fact that a heavy frost that comes around
every now and then may destroy a citrus crop in
Florida and cause orange comodities and futures to
sky rocket. A computers speed, groth rate of a crop
or the stock market ups and downs can be controlled
by a group "MIND CONTROL EXPERTS"

In reference to the words of Douglass Hofstradter.

Deep INSIDE is the ORDER of what rules the people
with MIND CONTROL as well as the WORLD'S (NWO)
natural phenomenon such as Meteorology, Science,
Physics and Medicine. The "People Controllers" affect
almost all actions of the world, it's people , animals,
economy, evolution, materials, computers math and
what seem to be naturally occurring events so it is
unclear as to what patterns truly exists in nature as
they can easily be swayed from the truth. TOTAL
CONTROL by MAN on the "Other Side". You may look
for patterns, but they may evade you or the "Other
Side" may create patterns so they can be recognized.
Once you understand that events random or erratic
have an additional factor that is overlooked in the
book Chaos. You will determine that many theories
will be dismissed or explained. The factor that is not
included in James Gleick's book is the "INSIDE" or
"PEOPLE CONTROLLERS".
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